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We propose here an overview of the questions which arise about the Web graph, the methods used to (try to) answer

them, and the kind of answers usually obtained. We first discuss some general facts about the Web graph: its size, its

evolution rate, and other problems which make it hard to study. After this, we give an overview of the different statistics

known about the Web graph, we give a survey of what is known about its structure at microscopic and macroscopic

levels, and finally we describe the main statistical models introduced to study it.
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1 Preliminaries

The Web graph is the graph of the Web pages together with the hypertext links between them. Therefore,

each vertex is an URL (Unique Ressource Locator), and the outgoing edges of a vertex are the hyper-

text links contained in the corresponding page. This graph is a key element for many present and future

applications, like Web indexing, community detection, enhanced browsing, etc.

The Web graph is very large: in July 2000, it was estimated to contain about 2.1 billions vertices [MM00,

LW01] and 15 billions edges. Moreover, about 7.3 millions pages are added every day, and many others

are modified or removed. This study shows that the Web graph should contain about four billions vertices

in the early 2001. With such an exponential increase, Web graph might currently (february 2002) contain

more than six billions vertices (a lower bound is given by Google search engine which roughly uses two

billion pages). Therefore, the two first problems which arise when one wants to study the Web graph are its

size and its rapid evolution. Even if it was possible to get the whole graph, its storage and its algorithmic

manipulation would be a real challenge [BBH+98, GLV02, RSWW01, SY01, WSW00].

The first step to study the Web graph is to get large parts of it. Because of its size, and of many other

factors we will discuss below, it is impossible to get the whole graph, but it is a key challenge to be able

to obtain parts of it as large as possible. The method used to compute such parts is called crawl and is

performed by softwares refered as crawlers, spiders, robots... [HN99, LM01, Pag]. Basically, it can be

viewed as a breadth-first search in a graph: one starts with a given set of initial pages, follows all the

outgoing links, and iterates the process from the newly discovered pages. However, the real procedure is

much more intricate: many technical factors make it impossible to process a real breadth-first search. For

example, the frequency of the requests to a given server is limited, in order to avoid its overload. Therefore,

any server which contains many pages will never be entirely crawled. These limitations make it hard to

crawl more then three hundred millions pages in less than a month. Moreover, the rapid evolution of the

graph implies that it changes during the crawl. Therefore, the obtained part is not really a part of the whole

graph at a given time; it may be seen as a radar scan.

Because of all these considerations, the studies about the Web graph always deal with parts of the whole

graph, generally from several millions to several hundreds of millions vertices, which are supposed to be

representative. Moreover, one must keep in mind that these parts are biaised by the crawl method used, and

the influence of this on the mesures is not clearly understood until now.
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2 Statistical studies

The first results published concerning the Web graph are statistical studies made on large parts of the whole

graph. Many static or dynamic parameters have been studied. Their distributions generally follow power

laws: the probability of the parameter to have value i is proportional to i−! for a given positive real !. This

means in particular that many pages have a low value for the parameter, and that very few have a high value.

The main statistical studies deal with the incoming and outgoing degrees of the vertices [BKM +00,

KKR+99, KRRT99, AJB99]. In other words, how many pages have a link to a given page, and how many

links does a page contain ? These two values follow power laws with exponent ! = 2.7 for the outgoing

degree, and ! = 2.1 for the incoming degree, see Figure 1. Therefore, for example, the number of pages

containing nine links is five times lower than the number of pages containing one link. Moreover, the

average number of links in a page is 7. Some other studies show that the distribution of the sizes of the

strongly connected components in the graph also follows a power law, with ! = 2.54 [BKM +00]. Indeed,

it was shown that the biggest strongly connected component of a 200 millions vertices crawl of the Web,

is of size 56 millions nodes, while the second one is of size 150 thousands. We will discuss this in greater

detail in the next section.
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Fig. 1: Typical In and Out-degree distribution, obtained on a 27 millions pages crawl

More recently, it appeared that the dynamics of the Web graph plays an important role in the applications.

For instance, a search engine must keep an up-to-date vision of Web pages, revisiting them as soon as they

change. The hard trick is then to detect or to estimate when a page is going to change. Therefore, some

studies on dynamical parameters appeared [BC00a, BC00b, CGM00, DFKM97]. For example, it is shown

in [CGM00] that half of the Web is replaced every 50 days. Moreover, some parts of the Web evolve faster

than others: 40% of the .com domain changed each day while less than 10% of the pages in other domains

changed during this time.

3 Structure

A natural question which arise when one wants to study the Web graph concerns its structure at a higher

level than the statistics: does the graph exhibit some local substructures, does it have a global structure,

etc. ? These questions can be separated into two parts: the microscopic structure of the Web graph on the

one hand, and its macroscopic structure in the other hand.

The local structures which can be found in the Web graph are of great interest for community detection

(and thus for search engines) [CDK+99, GKR98, KL01, Kle99, KRRT99]. For example, one can observe
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that there are many couples of sets of Web pages such that each page of the first set has a link to all the pages

of the second set, while there is no link between pages of the second set. This kind of structure is called a

bipartite clique. It corresponds to a community centered on a given topic of interest: the pages in the first

set are pages of fans while page in the second one are pages of stars. See Figure 2. Another definition has

been recently introduced in which a community is a set of pages which have more links inside the set than

outside [FLG00]. Some other kinds of local structures have been discovered in the Web graph, and studied

from this point of view [ERC+00].

fans

stars

Fig. 2: A structure which often appears in the Web graph, and which is interpretated as a set of fans having links to

their stars.

At a macroscopic level, it had long been thought that the Web was a large set of pages highly connected

together. In other words, the Web graph would be mainly composed of a large strongly connected compo-

nent, containing most of the pages. On the countrary, it is shown in the famous study [BKM +00] that the

Web graph would have a bow-tie structure: in this paper, a study is made on a 200 millions vertices graph

obtained from a crawl of the Web, and it appears that is is composed of four parts of equivalent sizes. See

Figure 3. The first part is the largest strongly connected component of the graph (the second largest is much

smaller), which composes the core of the well connected pages. The second part, called IN, is composed

of those pages from which the core is reachable, but which are not reachable from the core. Conversly, the

third part, called OUT, is the set of pages reachable from the core but from which the core is unreachable.

Finally, the dendrites are the pages reachable from one of the three first parts, or from which one of the

three first parts is reachable, but which belong to none of the previous parts. Only ten percent of the whole

graph do not belong to one of these four parts which compose the bow-tie.

A recent study [DKM+01] shows that the Web has scale-free properties in the sense that it contains a lot

of such bow-ties, when one considers for instance the sub-graphs induced by the content of the pages (all

the Web pages dealing with a particular subject), by the localization (on a same server), or by the pages in

a given geographic region

4 Models of the Web graph

Following classical approches used in statistical physics, some researchers tried to introduce some models

which exhibit behaviours similar to the ones mesured on the Web graph. Two families of models have been

introduced. The first family contains models whose aim is to explain the power law for degree distribution,

while the second one is more based on structural properties of the Web graph.

It was first thought that the Web graph was similar to a random graph with a given distribution of the

degrees (the one given above) [AJB99]. This model was used in particular to show that there exists a

short path (of length 19 on average) between every pair of pages. However, bow-tie theory claims that

there exists a path between two randomly chosen pages only once out of four. Another model was then

introduced, based on an idea known as preferential attachment [ABJ00, BA99]: the new pages have most

of their links towards some pages which already have many incoming links. This model generates non

oriented graphs with a power-law distribution for degrees having an exponent of 3. These problems have

been considered in a more complex model [DMS00] which also adds oriented links between pre-existing
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Fig. 3: The bow-tie macroscopic structure of the Web graph [BKM+00]: the core, the IN component, the OUT com-

ponent and the dendrites. Each of these parts contains around one quarter of the pages, the disconnected part being

reduced to less than 10% of the whole.

vertices at each time step. A last problem adressed by this family of models is to explain the deviation

from the power law that appears at small numbers of edges (see for instance the out-degree distribution in

Figure 1). Another model [PGF+00] adds links for a newly created vertex with an adjustable mixture of

preferential attachment and uniform distribution. This model explains both the power law and the deviation

for small values.

All previous models failed to explain the large amount of bipartite cliques observed in the Web graph.

Therefore a new model has been introduced which explains this aspect [KKR +99, KRR+00]. In this model,

every newly added vertex chooses a prototype vertex and each of its outlinks is choosen whether uniformly

at random or by copying corresponding prototype outlink. An exponential variant of this model adds more

than one vertex at a time and each of these vertices can only link to older vertices (this captures the fact

that a page creator is not aware of newly created pages until these pages are referenced). Both variants of

this model generate graphs whose in-degree distribution follows a power law , and which contain a large

amount of bipartite cliques.

5 Perspectives

As one may notice from this short overview of the studies concerning the Web graph, many important

questions still have no answers. For example, the influence of the crawl technique on the studies is not

clear, and it may be important. It would for example be interesting to introduce some models of crawlers

in order to verify that the bow-tie structure of the Web graph is not an artefact. This could for example

be done by crawling graphs obtained using the statistical models introduced in the context of Web graph

studies. Moreover, very few results are known about the community structures of the Web. Knowing the

communities on the Web and the relations they share would give deep insight in the behaviour of the Web

and of its users, which would certainly help to improve searching, crawling and browsing.

Most of the studies realized until now consider the graph as a static object, and work on a picture of it.

However, it is now clear that many important properties and applications deeply depend on its dynamics. It

is therefore important to put some efforts in the study of this dynamics. For example, what is the structure

of the difference between two crawls, computed at some interval in time ? Can it be used to detect commu-

nities, to improve search engines, or to study the impact of social events on the Web ? Is an event like the

olympic games detectable on the evolution of the Web graph ?
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